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Global Perspectives on Missions

BY PAUL W. CHILCOTE, PHD

The face of Christianity changed dramatically during the closing decades of the past

millennium. Among the various seismic events of our time, such as the collapse of

Christendom, the rise of postmodernism, and the explosion of Pentecostalism, none

is more dramatic, perhaps, than the shift of the center of the Christian faith from the

global north to the global south. Philip Jenkins popularized this historical fact in his

best-selling The Next Christendom: The Coming of Global Christianity. The mounting

statistical evidence, however, is nothing short of overwhelming. From the early

predictions of the World Christian Encyclopedia and the later World Christian Trends,

to the hard data of the World Religion Database, the World Christian Database, and the

Atlas of Global Christianity, all indicators mark the southward and eastward movement

of the Christian religion. Most projections predict that in another quarter century,

nearly half of all Christians in the world will be in Africa and Latin America. Less than

one third will be in North America and Europe combined. If Christians today are

serious about embracing God’s mission in the world, then they must learn important

lessons from all quarters of the global community of faith.

Two immediate concerns provided the impetus for a recent study entitled Making

Disciples in a World Parish, a research project that sheds light on Christian mission

and evangelism from multiple global perspectives. First, instead of assuming that

Western Christians have all the answers to contemporary questions of importance,

this volume provides an opportunity to listen to voices from the global Christian

community related to the practice of disciple-making in their own contexts. Five basic

questions framed the study:

1. What are the most critical challenges related to disciple-making in your context?

2. What images/stories from scripture are most pertinent to your context in this

regard?

3. How do you envisage and practice evangelism/disciple-making, therefore, in

your context?

4. Where do you see signs of new life and vitality in the life of the church as a result

of this vision and practice?

5. What do the lessons you are learning about disciple-making in your context

contribute to the rest of the world parish?

Secondly, the study seeks to contribute to a rediscovery of the biblical call to mission,

a passion to spread the good news of Jesus Christ, and a celebration of what God is

already doing to restore the world through a truly global, 

multi-cultural community of faith.

Several salient themes from which we can learn in North American contexts shape

the missional/evangelistic practices of global Christian communities today. First,

global Christians embrace the calling to become God’s partners in the redemption of

the whole world. The simple acknowledgment that this is God’s mission and not our

own liberates the community of faith. Secondly, global Christians increasingly hold

mission and evangelism together without pitting personal salvation against social

justice. They recognize how this classic divide has weakened the faith and witness of

the Christian community. Thirdly, global Christians emphasize a more holistic

paradigm of mission that consists of an interdependent network of practices,
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including faithful preaching, inspirational singing, accountable discipleship, authentic

worship, and incarnational service. It should not surprise us that the global rediscovery

of the biblical witness in our time has fueled this renewed vision of Jesus’ way.

Some of the most compelling conclusions in Making Disciples in a World Parish, in

fact, revolve around the framing question related to biblical images or stories that

shape missional practice around the globe today. Two particular narratives stand out

in this regard.

The Walk to Emmaus (Luke 24:13-35). The story of the walk to Emmaus event

highlights several important aspects of the disciple-making process in its relation to

mission. The primary image of journey or pilgrimage dominates the narrative. Like the

“walk” to Emmaus, disciple-making is a journey shared with others in community.

Jesus comes alongside those who walk in his way. He explains the scriptures—

translates it into their lives in ways that connect and make sense—and helps the

disciples rediscover the central place of the Word. The journey itself concludes in a

sacramental act that propels the followers of Jesus into the world—back to Jerusalem

—to share all that they have heard and seen. Global Christians identify with this

Emmaus paradigm of mission.

The Samaritan Woman at the Well (John 4:1-42). Interestingly, many participants in

the Making Disciples in a World Parish study identified this story as the dominant

paradigm for mission and evangelism in their various contexts. Providence figures

prominently in this narrative. In his encounter with this woman, Jesus crosses

boundaries. He engages a woman who is a Samaritan at the wrong time and the

wrong place. He extends the offer of relationship across the chasm created by culture

and religion. But first, rather than engaging this woman from a position of power or

strength, he approaches her in his need and weakness, permitting her to be the

provider, the giver. He listens before he speaks, receives before he gives, and then

offers life. The encounter proves to be transformative for the woman who then

hurries home to share the good news that she has heard and seen in the Christ. In this

story, both Christ and the woman provide a model to emulate.

Some of the lessons about God’s mission from the perspective of global Christians are

captured best in their own words:

Living the gospel means affirming diversity.

Those who seek to follow Jesus must know that authentic discipleship is costly.

Disciple-making involves participation in the missio Dei.

Mission/evangelism begins with listening.

The evangelist invites others to rediscover a biblical vision of life.

Christians must learn how to connect the gospel to the culture.

Disciples of Jesus cannot be made apart from the intimacy of small groups.

In the words of one contributor to Making Disciples in a World Parish: “A rediscovery

of a whole gospel that engages the heart, the mind, and the will may just lead to a new

way of talking about being a disciple of Jesus and a community of disciples in this

world.” May it be so.

Photo courtesy of Matthew's Table Church.
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